Attendees:

- Xavier Moghrabi (XM - Inria)
- Jacques Cayuela (JC - Bull)
- Francois Letellier (FL - Objectweb)
- Nicolas Pays (NP - Thales)
- Viet Ha Quoc (VHQ - Thales)
- Vincent Laporte (VL - Thales)
- Sébastien Chassande (SC)

Platform Migration

Hosting

Decision deadline is planned for **January 15th 2007**

What about hosting delay?

- According to VL: between 1/2 months
  - Installation of the 2 new servers
  - Migration of content of 3 existing servers (including existing GForge 3 installation) to a virtualized system (Xen, OpenVZ)

Initially, hosting was supposed to be a in kind contribution

In the Bull contribution, it was supposed to host all the existing servers (including PowerEdge 4600).

Conference call should be done ASAP => Attendees: INRIA, Bull & Thales Technology council constitution

Weekly Meeting

Audio

From the next week, the meeting is planned on Wednesday at 11am.

INRIA has booked a line until March 14th 2007: call number: 01 72 12 29 69 (Code 4013)

Jabber

A chat room has been created on Jabber: tc@conference.jabber.objectweb.org